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Figure 1: (a) A matrix algebra view of standard
item-item neighborhood-based recommendation and
(b) a variation for social cold-start recommendation
that instead uses page-item similarity and does not
require item purchase information for target users.
U represents the user dimension (subdivided into
train and test users), I the item dimension, and P

the user’s personal information dimension (demo-
graphics, friends, or page likes). The F operators
annotated by MM1 and MM2 denote generalized ma-
trix multiplication, permitting any similarity metric
over two vectors in place of the usual inner product.

start recommendation approaches. These results demon-
strate the substantial predictive power of social network con-
tent when leveraged in our novel social collaborative filtering
framework for cold-start recommendation.

2. BACKGROUND AND CONTRIBUTION
We begin our discussion with a brief technical review of

neighborhood-based collaborative filtering methods as viewed
from a generalized matrix algebra framework and then dis-
cuss our extensions of this framework to a social collabora-
tive filtering approach for cold-start recommendation.

2.1 Item-based Recommendation
We refer the reader to Figure 1(a) which shows a matrix

view of item-based collaborative filtering [7]. Here QUI de-
notes a matrix of user-item purchases (users in rows, items in
columns) for a set of target users UTarget = {u1, u2, . . . , um}
and a set of items I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}. For any u 2 UTarget

and i 2 I, we define

Qu,i =

⇢
1 if u purchased i

0 otherwise

�

For a set of training users UTrain (potentially overlapping
with UTarget) and analogous definitions of the remaining ma-
trices on the LHS of the equality in Figure 1(a), we can apply
operator F annotated by MM1 (e.g, matrix multiplication)
to obtain SII , where for items i 2 I and j 2 I, Sij represents
an item-item similarity between i and j. Finally, applying
operator MM2 to compute QUIFSII yields a recommenda-
tion matrix RUI where for each target user u 2 UTarget and
item i 2 I, Rui represents a real-valued rating. Given Rui

and sorting items in descending order for each u yields a
ranked list of most- to least-recommended items for user u.

By permitting definitions for the F operators MM1 and
MM2 other than standard matrix multiplication, we define a
generalized matrix algebra framework for recommendation
that can recover many existing frameworks when the op-
erators are defined appropriately. For example, in order to
recover a version of item-based collaborative filtering [7], one
could use cosine similarity in place of the inner product for
MM1. In general, we explore the following similarity metrics
Sim(r, c) for the row r and column c vectors used to define
F in MM1 and MM2 (they need not be the same):

• IP: Standard matrix multiply inner product given by

IP(r, c) = hr, ci.

• BinIP: For ⌧ 2 R, a binary thresholded version of the
inner product given by

BinIP(r, c) =

(
1 if hr, ci > ⌧

0 otherwise

.

• LogIP: A logarithm of the inner product

LogIP(r, c) = loghr, ci.

• Cos: Cosine similarity which is obtained by an inner
product of two L2 normalized vectors equivalent to

Cos(r, c) =
hr, ci
krkkck .

While there are alternate similarity metrics that can be con-
sidered (e.g., Pearson Correlation Coe�cient in general and
Jaccard in the special case of binary vectors), the above
metrics worked best for our cold-start evaluation.

2.2 Social Cold-start Recommendation
Returning to our discussion of Figure 1(a), since QUI

requires item interaction information for the target users
UTarget , item-based collaborative filtering is not applicable
in the cold-start case. However, if we view the purchased
subset of items I simply as user attributes and extend this
attribute set to other non-item personal attributes P (e.g.,
demographics, Facebook friends, or page likes) then for users
UTarget we can substitute P for I to obtain Figure 1(b).
More formally, we define P = {p1, p2, . . . , pl} as a set of

attributes for user demographic traits (gender, age group, lo-
cation), Facebook friends, or Facebook page likes. Then we
define the matrices in Figure 1(b) analogous to 1(a) where
the first two matrices replace dimensions over I with dimen-
sions over P . Thus for QUP and any p 2 P (e.g., page likes)
and u 2 UTarget , Qup = 1 if u had attribute p (e.g., u liked
p) and Qup = 0 otherwise. Defining the second matrix anal-
ogously, we apply MM1 F to obtain SPI which relates per-
sonal attributes P to preferences over items I. And finally
QUPFSPI yields recommendation matrix RUI analogous to
Figure 1(a) except that in 1(b), no interactions on I were
required for the target recommendation users UTarget , thus
making 1(b) applicable in the cold-start case.
While this recommender can use both social (e.g. friends,

page likes) and non-social (e.g. demographics) information
to define P , we note that our experimental evaluation in Sec-
tion 4 shows that page likes provide an exceptionally strong
signal for cold-start recommendation. These results lead us
to focus on the contribution of this novel cold-start recom-
mender in conjunction with social data.
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Most Popular Demographics Friend Network Page Likes
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.006+/-0.003 0.006+/-0.003 0.014+/-0.004 0.014+/-0.004 0.014+/-0.006 0.014+/-0.006 0.038+/-0.015 0.038+/-0.015
@3 0.008+/-0.003 0.023+/-0.010 0.010+/-0.003 0.031+/-0.008 0.011+/-0.004 0.032+/-0.012 0.025+/-0.010 0.076+/-0.029
@5 0.008+/-0.004 0.039+/-0.019 0.010+/-0.004 0.050+/-0.018 0.009+/-0.003 0.044+/-0.016 0.023+/-0.009 0.117+/-0.044
@10 0.007+/-0.003 0.074+/-0.034 0.008+/-0.003 0.083+/-0.029 0.006+/-0.002 0.062+/-0.022 0.017+/-0.006 0.173+/-0.059
@20 0.006+/-0.003 0.120+/-0.067 0.006+/-0.003 0.125+/-0.051 0.004+/-0.001 0.078+/-0.025 0.010+/-0.003 0.205+/-0.063

mAP 0.026+/-0.011 0.035+/-0.010 0.029+/-0.010 0.075+/-0.025

Table 1: Comparison of Most Popular baseline with various cold-start recommender systems.

IP-IP LogIP-IP BinIP-IP Cos-IP
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.027+/-0.013 0.027+/-0.013 0.030+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012 0.028+/-0.012 0.028+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012
@3 0.018+/-0.007 0.053+/-0.020 0.020+/-0.008 0.061+/-0.023 0.022+/-0.009 0.066+/-0.026 0.022+/-0.008 0.066+/-0.024
@5 0.017+/-0.006 0.086+/-0.032 0.019+/-0.008 0.097+/-0.038 0.020+/-0.008 0.102+/-0.040 0.020+/-0.008 0.102+/-0.038
@10 0.014+/-0.005 0.136+/-0.047 0.015+/-0.005 0.148+/-0.050 0.015+/-0.005 0.153+/-0.051 0.015+/-0.005 0.154+/-0.052
@20 0.009+/-0.003 0.181+/-0.060 0.009+/-0.003 0.185+/-0.061 0.009+/-0.003 0.186+/-0.060 0.010+/-0.003 0.191+/-0.060

mAP 0.057+/-0.019 0.062+/-0.021 0.063+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.021

Table 2: Performance of Page Likes Recommender for MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}, MM2 = IP.

IP-Cos LogIP-Cos BinIP-Cos Cos-Cos
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.031+/-0.014 0.031+/-0.014 0.031+/-0.013 0.031+/-0.013 0.030+/-0.014 0.030+/-0.014 0.038+/-0.015 0.038+/-0.015
@3 0.021+/-0.008 0.064+/-0.023 0.022+/-0.008 0.065+/-0.023 0.021+/-0.008 0.063+/-0.024 0.025+/-0.010 0.076+/-0.029
@5 0.020+/-0.008 0.100+/-0.039 0.020+/-0.008 0.101+/-0.038 0.020+/-0.007 0.100+/-0.037 0.023+/-0.009 0.117+/-0.044
@10 0.015+/-0.005 0.151+/-0.052 0.015+/-0.005 0.153+/-0.052 0.016+/-0.005 0.159+/-0.055 0.017+/-0.006 0.173+/-0.059
@20 0.010+/-0.003 0.193+/-0.061 0.010+/-0.003 0.193+/-0.061 0.010+/-0.003 0.202+/-0.063 0.010+/-0.003 0.205+/-0.063

mAP 0.065+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.021 0.075+/-0.025

Table 3: Performance of Page Likes Recommender for MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}, MM2 = Cos.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dataset we use in this study comes from Kobo Inc., a

major online ebook retailer with more than 20 million read-
ers. It contains an anonymized dataset of ebook purchases
and Facebook friends and page likes for a random subset of
30,000 Kobo users; these users purchased more than 80,000
books, had over 9 million friends and liked about 6 million
pages. We subsample pages by including only those pages
liked by at least 5 people and not more than 5,000 people,
which reduces the number of unique pages to about 600,000.
The dataset also includes basic user demographics, namely
age group, gender and location.

We split the dataset into 10 temporally divided train and
test folds. To prepare the training dataset, we include all the
user-item data prior to a specific date, starting from June
2012 and incremented by a month in each fold. The test set
includes the first purchase of all new users in the following
month when the user had at least 10 page likes.

We can obtain di↵erent social cold-start recommenders by
choosing the similarity metrics (IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos)
used for both MM1 and MM2 in Figure 1(b). We express
the choices in the order of MM1-MM2 and show evaluations
for the following eight possibilities (the remaining possibili-
ties did not approach the best result reported among these
eight):

• MM2 = IP, MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}

• MM2 = Cos, MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}

We used the threshold ⌧ = 2 for BinIP.
We compare the popularity-based baseline with three cold-

start collaborative filtering recommender systems defined in
Section 2.2, all using respective P as defined below and Cos-
Cos similarities unless otherwise specified:

• Most popular baseline recommends the most popular
items in the dataset in order of popularity. While this
is a non-personalized recommender, it is often used in
the cold-start setting.

• Demographics defines P as the set of binary at-
tribute dimensions for a user’s gender, age-group and
location. Here, we use 10 di↵erent disjoint age group
indicators, each with a range of 10 years. Every unique
location gets its own binary attribute.

• Friends defines P as the set of binary attribute dimen-
sions for Facebook friends and assumes that all users
are friends with themselves.

• Page Likes defines P as the set of binary attributes
for Facebook page likes.

In all of the experiments, we report Precision@k, Recall@k

and mean average precision (mAP@100)1 using 10-fold cross
validation and provide standard error bars corresponding to
95% confidence intervals.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Table 1, we compare our most popular baseline with

three variants of our cold-start approach. Here, we see that
social cold-start collaborative filtering using Page Likes
yields up to a 3-fold improvement in mean average preci-
sion (mAP) and up to 6-fold improvements in Precision@k

and Recall@k when comparing to Most Popular, Demo-
graphic, and Facebook Friend Network recommenders.

1As defined in https://www.kddcup2012.org/c/kddcup2012-

track1/details/Evaluation and used as a surrogate
measure of area under the precision/recall curve.
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How!does!the!performance!vary!with!the!number!of!page!likes!for!target!user?!

How!does!the!performance!vary!with!the!number!of!users/pages!in!training!set?!

Social'Cold4start'Recommenda+on'
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Neighborhood4based'Recommenda+on'

Evalua+on'and'Analysis'

Conclusions'&'Future'Work'
•  We!showed!that!social!coldVstart!recommendaWon!using!Facebook!page!

likes!provides!up!to!600%!improvement!over!various!baselines.!

•  However,!our!proposed!framework!does!not!jointly!leverage!both!user!and!
item!side!informaWon,!which!we!plan!to!explore!in!future!work.!

Most Popular Demographics Friend Network Page Likes
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.006+/-0.003 0.006+/-0.003 0.014+/-0.004 0.014+/-0.004 0.014+/-0.006 0.014+/-0.006 0.038+/-0.015 0.038+/-0.015
@3 0.008+/-0.003 0.023+/-0.010 0.010+/-0.003 0.031+/-0.008 0.011+/-0.004 0.032+/-0.012 0.025+/-0.010 0.076+/-0.029
@5 0.008+/-0.004 0.039+/-0.019 0.010+/-0.004 0.050+/-0.018 0.009+/-0.003 0.044+/-0.016 0.023+/-0.009 0.117+/-0.044
@10 0.007+/-0.003 0.074+/-0.034 0.008+/-0.003 0.083+/-0.029 0.006+/-0.002 0.062+/-0.022 0.017+/-0.006 0.173+/-0.059
@20 0.006+/-0.003 0.120+/-0.067 0.006+/-0.003 0.125+/-0.051 0.004+/-0.001 0.078+/-0.025 0.010+/-0.003 0.205+/-0.063

mAP 0.026+/-0.011 0.035+/-0.010 0.029+/-0.010 0.075+/-0.025

Table 1: Comparison of Most Popular baseline with various cold-start recommender systems.

IP-IP LogIP-IP BinIP-IP Cos-IP
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.027+/-0.013 0.027+/-0.013 0.030+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012 0.028+/-0.012 0.028+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012 0.030+/-0.012
@3 0.018+/-0.007 0.053+/-0.020 0.020+/-0.008 0.061+/-0.023 0.022+/-0.009 0.066+/-0.026 0.022+/-0.008 0.066+/-0.024
@5 0.017+/-0.006 0.086+/-0.032 0.019+/-0.008 0.097+/-0.038 0.020+/-0.008 0.102+/-0.040 0.020+/-0.008 0.102+/-0.038
@10 0.014+/-0.005 0.136+/-0.047 0.015+/-0.005 0.148+/-0.050 0.015+/-0.005 0.153+/-0.051 0.015+/-0.005 0.154+/-0.052
@20 0.009+/-0.003 0.181+/-0.060 0.009+/-0.003 0.185+/-0.061 0.009+/-0.003 0.186+/-0.060 0.010+/-0.003 0.191+/-0.060

mAP 0.057+/-0.019 0.062+/-0.021 0.063+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.021

Table 2: Performance of Page Likes Recommender for MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}, MM2 = IP.

IP-Cos LogIP-Cos BinIP-Cos Cos-Cos
k Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
@1 0.031+/-0.014 0.031+/-0.014 0.031+/-0.013 0.031+/-0.013 0.030+/-0.014 0.030+/-0.014 0.038+/-0.015 0.038+/-0.015
@3 0.021+/-0.008 0.064+/-0.023 0.022+/-0.008 0.065+/-0.023 0.021+/-0.008 0.063+/-0.024 0.025+/-0.010 0.076+/-0.029
@5 0.020+/-0.008 0.100+/-0.039 0.020+/-0.008 0.101+/-0.038 0.020+/-0.007 0.100+/-0.037 0.023+/-0.009 0.117+/-0.044
@10 0.015+/-0.005 0.151+/-0.052 0.015+/-0.005 0.153+/-0.052 0.016+/-0.005 0.159+/-0.055 0.017+/-0.006 0.173+/-0.059
@20 0.010+/-0.003 0.193+/-0.061 0.010+/-0.003 0.193+/-0.061 0.010+/-0.003 0.202+/-0.063 0.010+/-0.003 0.205+/-0.063

mAP 0.065+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.022 0.065+/-0.021 0.075+/-0.025

Table 3: Performance of Page Likes Recommender for MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}, MM2 = Cos.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dataset we use in this study comes from Kobo Inc., a

major online ebook retailer with more than 20 million read-
ers. It contains an anonymized dataset of ebook purchases
and Facebook friends and page likes for a random subset of
30,000 Kobo users; these users purchased more than 80,000
books, had over 9 million friends and liked about 6 million
pages. We subsample pages by including only those pages
liked by at least 5 people and not more than 5,000 people,
which reduces the number of unique pages to about 600,000.
The dataset also includes basic user demographics, namely
age group, gender and location.

We split the dataset into 10 temporally divided train and
test folds. To prepare the training dataset, we include all the
user-item data prior to a specific date, starting from June
2012 and incremented by a month in each fold. The test set
includes the first purchase of all new users in the following
month when the user had at least 10 page likes.

We can obtain di↵erent social cold-start recommenders by
choosing the similarity metrics (IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos)
used for both MM1 and MM2 in Figure 1(b). We express
the choices in the order of MM1-MM2 and show evaluations
for the following eight possibilities (the remaining possibili-
ties did not approach the best result reported among these
eight):

• MM2 = IP, MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}

• MM2 = Cos, MM1 2 {IP, LogIP, BinIP, Cos}

We used the threshold ⌧ = 2 for BinIP.
We compare the popularity-based baseline with three cold-

start collaborative filtering recommender systems defined in
Section 2.2, all using respective P as defined below and Cos-
Cos similarities unless otherwise specified:

• Most popular baseline recommends the most popular
items in the dataset in order of popularity. While this
is a non-personalized recommender, it is often used in
the cold-start setting.

• Demographics defines P as the set of binary at-
tribute dimensions for a user’s gender, age-group and
location. Here, we use 10 di↵erent disjoint age group
indicators, each with a range of 10 years. Every unique
location gets its own binary attribute.

• Friends defines P as the set of binary attribute dimen-
sions for Facebook friends and assumes that all users
are friends with themselves.

• Page Likes defines P as the set of binary attributes
for Facebook page likes.

In all of the experiments, we report Precision@k, Recall@k

and mean average precision (mAP@100)1 using 10-fold cross
validation and provide standard error bars corresponding to
95% confidence intervals.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Table 1, we compare our most popular baseline with

three variants of our cold-start approach. Here, we see that
social cold-start collaborative filtering using Page Likes
yields up to a 3-fold improvement in mean average preci-
sion (mAP) and up to 6-fold improvements in Precision@k

and Recall@k when comparing to Most Popular, Demo-
graphic, and Facebook Friend Network recommenders.

1As defined in https://www.kddcup2012.org/c/kddcup2012-

track1/details/Evaluation and used as a surrogate
measure of area under the precision/recall curve.

only those pages liked by at least 5 people and not more than 5,000 people, which
reduces the number of unique pages to about 606,780. The dataset also includes
item purchase timestamp, basic user demographics, namely age group, gender
and location.

We split the dataset into 10 temporally divided train and test folds. To
prepare the training dataset, we include all the user-item data prior to a specific
date, starting from June 2012 and incremented by a month in each fold. The
test set includes the first purchase of all new users in the following month when
the user had at least 10 page likes.

Data Description
# users 32,027
# items 88,810
# pages 6,218,698

# pages liked by >5 and <5000 users 606,780

Table 1: Data statistics

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

In all of the experiments, we report Precision@k, Recall@k and mean average
precision (mAP@100)1 using 10-fold cross validation and provide standard error
bars corresponding to 95% confidence intervals.

• Precision@k is defined as

prec@k =
|purchased \ top k recommended|

k

• Recall@k is defined as

recall@k =
|purchased \ top k recommended|

|purchased|

• Mean Average Precision@k is defined as

AP@k =

Pn
m=1 prec@m

|purchased|

mAP@k =
1

N

NX

i=1

AP@ki

where N is a number of test users.

1
As defined in https://www.kddcup2012.org/c/kddcup2012-track1/details/Evaluation

and used as a surrogate measure of area under the precision/recall curve.
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How!does!the!performance!vary!with!the!choice!of!MM1–MM2?!

Social!Cold!start!recommendaWon!vs.!baselines!!

•  QuesWon:! How! to! incorporate! users’! social! informaWon! in! an! implicit!
(posiWve!only)!feedback!recommendaWon!sedng?!

•  Results:! !!
!!!!!!!V!!We!cast!neighborhoodVbased!recommendaWon!in!a!matrix!view!and!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!showed!how!this!view!allows!us!to!directly!incorporate!users’!social!

!!!!!!!!!!side!informaWon!for!coldVstart!recommendaWons.!
!!!!!!!V!!We!showed!that!Facebook!page!likes!are!an!extremely!valuable!!

!!!!!!!!!!source!of!this!user!side!informaWon.!


